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Owly twitter ios

Twitter apps for the iPhone have been around before the App Store.Twitterfic was one of the released apps for Jailbroken iPhones before the launch of the App Store and iPhone OS2.0. I would even argue that without the App Store, Twitter would not be the company it is today. While Twitter has done a lot of hurt third-party apps in recent years, there is still a tiny thriving ecosystem. This week, I want to look at all the Twitter apps for
iPhone to see which one is the best. I put a vote on Twitter a few weeks ago to see what my followers like, and why they like it. One of the common reasons for people prefers one of the third-party apps was due to it being ad-free. While I would like for Twitter to offer a premium level of its service where I was able to get an account verified with no announcement, they currently haven't done so. I also know that without Twitter
announcements don't make any money. I actually think they should use ads in third-party apps as a way to justify keeping the API open (and investing in it). People who use third-party Twitter apps are most likely Twitter users most engaged. So let's watch see, what's the best Twitter app for iPhone? Twitter's iPhone while the official Twitter app gets a lot of hate from the Twitter-tech community, I actually don't hate it. It brings a lot to
the table (especially for new users). Twitter has really made the app easy to use and preview link embeds, rich media (with GIF integration), ability to create threads (and tweeting all at once) and live video at Periscope. For those who use Twitter as a way to follow the latest news, keep up with friends, and don't worry about the timeline still being in chronological order, the official Twitter app has a lot to like. It also has some exclusive
features such as direct message groups and activation notifications. As far as negative, I wish I could've forced him to always show me their last tweets instead of periodically switching back to people he thinks that I'll love better. I also wish I could disable seeing love from others. Instagram integration is also not great on the official app due to Facebook and Twitter does not have a partnership. Clicking an Instagram link opens the
image in a mobile view of Instagram. Overall, the app is solid. It has a nice design, is often updated, and supports all the latest features from Twitter. Twitter for iPhone is available for free on the App Store.Twitterfic for iPhone As I mentioned earlier, Twitterfic on the iPhone is Twitter's original app for the iPhone formerly the App Store was even built. It requires an iPhone jailbroken to use. Over the years, Twitterfic has seen multiple
redesigns and overhauls. Twitterfic is a very good Twitter app. While the core of it is the same as the official Twitter app, it has some unique features compared to it. The first is muffling. Muffling gives you the ability to hide certain hashtags, URL domains, or phrases. Muffling is useful if if want to block topics such as politics (you could muffle trump) or sport (you could muffle Mach Madness). Twitter's official app offers the ability to
block topics as well, but Twitterfic takes it up a tooth. It also includes a tweet fonttion edit, but it's actually just deleted and re-tweeting it. It's certainly helpful, though. Twitterfic for iPhone also sync your spot between versions of Mac as well. Since Twitter doesn't have a native macOS client (save us Tweetie), this gives Twitterfic a leg up on the official Twitter app. If you want a seamless experience across all of your devices, Twitter as
an app just doesn't offer anything. While you can certainly use Twitter for iPhone and then an app like Tweetbot or Twitterfic on the Mac, the inside is your preference won't sync. One of the key features Twitterfic brings is a unified timeline where you can see @ replies to your main timeline even if you don't follow the person. Overall, Twitterfic is wonderful. He had an amazing design, and he has experience in classic Twitter. It's your
timeline, no encouraging tweets, no you might have missed this, and no X-men liked this Tweet. However, it lacks a lot of new things Twitter has introduced such as cluster DMs, built to search GIF, and more. Both experiences are great, but it will depend on which one you want. Twitterfic is a free download on the App Store, and you can unlock a supplement version for $4.99 which removes ads and offers a tweet translation service.
Tweetbot for iPhone like Twitterfic, the Tweetbot offers a classic Twitter experience. It's been around for a number of years, and it has a lot of wonderful features. Like Twitterfic, he lacks some new features that Twitter releases like Group DMs and Twitter's news platform. It offers GIF research by Giphy, so you can join the pleasure of GIF. It also has a similar Twitterfic feature for muting hashtags, users, and keywords. One benefit
that Tweetbot brings to the experience on the official Twitter app is the ability to use Twitter lists as an easy to access timeline. This feature can be handy for topics you want to keep an eye on, but not discovery up your main timeline and extra information. Another nice little detail Tweetbot offers is to make notes on profiles that only you can see. This feature can be useful if you use Tweetbot to talk to customers with kandini. You can
use it as a way to score on the customers that you can reference later. Overall, like Twitterfic, the Tweetbot offers an amazing experience. I have almost no complaints about the app. Tweetbot can download for $4.99 on the App Store. What's the best Twitter app for iPhone? Making a recommendation for the best Twitter app for iPhone is a tough one. It's really going to depend on what experience you want. I'd say starting with the
official Twitter app since it's free, and have access to all Twitter's latest features. If there is something about which does not work for you (non-chronological timeline, etc.), then check out alternatives. If you want a unified experience across macOS and iOS, you'll want to check out alternatives. On the desktop, Twitter wants to push people towards its own website. If you want to use one of the third-party apps, I'd probably give Tweetbot
a little leg up personally because I prefer its design, but both are excellent and a great list of unique features. Check them all out, and let me know in the comments that your Twitter app thinks is the best. Photo by freestocks.org on Unsplash FTC: We use auto affiliate revenue links. More. Check out 9to5Mac on YouTube for more Apple News: Twitter is undoubtedly one of the most popular social network platforms on the Internet,
especially if you're looking to carry out a conversation around a topic. With close to 330 million active monthly users, Twitter is one of the biggest social media platforms. The only issue that I have with Twitter is its official app. If you use your official Twitter app might miss out on a lot of features. While the official app is no sloch, it lacks the customization options and pro features. Fortunately, there are a number of third-party Twitter
customers for Android and iPhone that bring new features, customization, and better performance. So if you're a Power Twitter user, here are the 12 best Twitter apps alternatives you should definitely check out in 2020. Note: Before purchasing any of the third-party Twitter apps mentioned below, you should know that Twitter has officially overhauled its API that currently restricts third-party apps from accessing many of its features
such as direct group messages, polls, Twitter bookmarks, and more. Keep that in mind, before making any purchase. Best Twitter Apps for Android and iOS in 2020 Before you get to our list, you should check out our article on best Twitter tips and tricks. They'll help you get the most out of this platform. With that out of the way, let's see the apps, should we? 1. Twitter Lite If you are an Android user and not satisfied with the
performance of the official Twitter app, then you can check out the Twitter Lite app as it's one of the best and feature-rich alternatives for it. Twitter Lite renders you the same UI, and the option to switch to the night mode, along with all the key features such as bookmarks , Moments, and more of a compact and lightweight package. Twitter Lite weighs only about 2.5MB on installation as compared to the official Twitter 60MB app. The
app cuts down on the clupped, animations, and features necessary in your official app to offer you a simple experience like no other. The only feature missing here is multiple account support and it's something casual users wouldn't really care about – whereas power users should keep reading about. Download Twitter Lite: (Free; Android) 2. Fenix, Avenue Fenix 2 on Android) Fenix is the most popular Twitter client and held the crown
well past. However, Fenix is not available on the Play Store and its successor, Fenix 2, has now taken its place. What's even better? Fenix has also made its way to iOS devices as well, so you can enjoy a clean, clutter-free (ad-free, and feature-packed experience on your iPhone too. It sports a slide navigation based on UI, multiple themes, chronological timeline (if you haven't received the official update yet), and the ability to
customize your experience as your every need. You can even find trends, bookmarks, multi-account support, and additional features such as muting, multiple draft, clickable timeline links, images &amp;previews video on the timeline, an internal browser with Readability support, and more Download Fenix: ($2.99 on android/$0.99 on iOS)3. Tweetbot 5 Tweetbot is one of the most popular Twitter customers on iOS and macOS simply
because of all the goodness it packs inside. The app was troubled up to Tweetbot 5 and received a booming at the end of last year, along with the addition of a new dark fashion, GIPHY support (and auto-playback), and more. Tweetbot 5 obviously integrates a number of third-party services for video, images, read functionality later, and timeline sync to make your Twitter experience amazing. If you were a regular user of Tweetbot on
your Mac, well, the iOS app now offers a closer experience the same. It even shows if someone follows you or isn't right in the tweet view, iCloud Sync to remember your position, and a feature that I use more often than not – profile notes. Tweetbot 5 lets you add private notes to profiles to help remember why you follow someone with it's features like those that make it worth every penny. Download Tweetbot 5: ($4.99; iOS) 4. Owly
There may be a pleasure in Twitter customers on Android, but Owly, which is fairly new to the party, will also try to grab a place among the most recommended ones. The app offers a clean and intuitive experience, with a map-based UI and a downward navagation bar for faster access. You get activation access to media previews and actions for user profiles. Owly has also supercharged the tweet creation process and made many
customizable templates available to help express yourself easier. It adds to your 280-character limit and that's excellent for someone with a lot to say. The one thing that confused me about Owly is that it always will show your profile card right at the top of each window. I don't understand his true purpose as it only gives you a panic attack, looking at your followers counting all the time. The best feature of the app will, however, have to
be Tweet Digest, which delivers you the latest news from users you're interested in hearing from. It closes under a $2.99 Pro subscription though. Download Owly: (Free with in-app purchases starting at $2.99; Android) 5. Twitterific 5 Twitterific 5 is another fine Twitter app for iPhone and iPad users. The elegant looking app brings features like streaming live on the ability to mute tweets by users, hashtags or URL, management list,
voice support and more. There are tons of customization options as well. In the theme panel, you can switch between different themes, customize avatars, fonts, stereoname images and more. Also, there is an option to automatically enable the dark unimpeded theme at night. While the free version of the app brings the features that are aforementioned, it lacks support for push notifications, which can definitely be a contract break for
individuals. However, you can get push notifications and other premium features like tweet translation via in-app purchases. Download Twitterific 5: (Free with in-app purchases starting at $2.99; iOS) 6. Heel for Twitter Heel is one of the most popular and feature-rich Twitter apps out there. It brings a great mixture of unique features and boost performance to the chart, including features such as the profiles view, images, GIFs, and
videos without ever leaving the timeline. The app also allows you to receive notifications for favorite accounts and allows you to mute tweets by users, hashtags, retweets, Client Twitter and expressions. Other features of the app include do not disturb mode, compact timeline layout, the native playback of most types of media including YouTube videos, and more. Along with the cool features, you can even customize the app's speed-
friendly page and customize the view of Heel with the Material Design Engine. You can choose from light, dark or dark themes, the accent color, and more. The app was once free and you will only have only until the refund time to try it out. Download Heel for Twitter: ($2.99; Android) 7. Tweetlogix Tweetlogix is one of the third-party Twitter clients for iOS users. Not only the app features a good design but it also brings a boatload of
features. My favorite feature of Tweetlogix is powerful filters. You can remove distracted tweets by muting users, keywords, phrases, retweets, and customers. I also like to watch the timeline on Tweetlogix. It's far better than the official Twitter client and brings features such as inline images, auto-expansion of long tweets, space detection, and more. You also get scream gesture support for actions with multiple themes for customizing
the view. Finally, I like that it's an upfront app paid for you by incurred any hidden charges. Download Tweetlogix: ($3.99; iOS) 8. TwitPane If you are looking for a lightweight Twitter client for Android, download the TwitPane app. It offers more customization options than Twitter's official app. You can create customizable tabs, add several Twitter accounts, upload photos and videos while Tweeting, and more. The user announcement
seems a bit obsolete, but it's quite functional. Tweets are readable and it shows even bigger tweets without any problems. Other standard features like creating saved search, retweeting, creating lists, and more are also here. In general, this is a Twitter alternative capable for Android. Download TwitPane: (free, in-app Android) 9. Friendly for Twitter Friendly for Twitter is based on Twitter's mobile website. It's very light, not the true
battery, and brings a fast-loading experience. I like that it allows you to easily download GIFs, videos, and photos that are shared in tweets. It's also customizing. You can change theme and color scheme. It also supports several Twitter accounts and blocks all the Tweets by default. If you're looking for a lightweight Twitter customer, you can check it out. Download friendly: (free, in-app purchases; Android) 10. Twidere Twidere is the
app you should use if you want a fast made &amp; fully customizable Twitter experience. Firstly, the app looks great with its minimum headrn, plus it's fast and sleepy. Then there's the plethora of customization options. You can customize the app's look with a light or dark theme or background and can even change the fonts and colors. Besides, you can customize tweet cards, with the addition of a number of different custom tabs.
This open-source Twitter client package greatly features additional as well, such as keyboard shortcuts, support for tweet injection &amp; extensions, configurable sharing format, draft, draft, bandwidth saving mode, powerful filters, and more. You will, however, have shipments out money to get sync data, GIF sharing, advanced filters, and other features. Download Twidere: (Free and in-app purchase starts at $1.49; Android) 11.
Plume If you want a free, customizable Twitter app for your Android smartphone then plume is a great option. Plume allows you to customize the experience by them – not only the look and feel but also color tweet users (which can look funky first), different sections, reverse timeline, and more. Plus, all the different sections are available to swipe, making the UI quite easy to navigate. Other than that, the app brings support for live
streaming from the timeline, muting users, apps &amp; services; word from the hamburger menu; internal browsers, support scratching links, inline conversations, rolling widget and a lot more. Here, you can also add your Facebook account to view its latest timeline and post to plume itself. Download plume: (Free with Premium version available at $4.99; Android) 12. Tweeting for Android Want a light and customizable Twitter app
with a lot of features? Well, Tweetings is an app that brings the best of both worlds. You can change the look of the App Tweetings on the go with 38 beautiful material design themes, 19 dark and 19 lights, plus there's the building theme too. The app also brings features such as a stacked timeline, allowing you to view tweets grouped by user tracking. It also features sections that you can add or remove with ease. There are several
account supports, along with robust trends and support moments in the search section – similar to your official Twitter app. My favorite feature, however, is handy as the gimmicky 'use fingerprint authentication to send tweets' and read as said. You'll have to handle the fingerprint scanner to prove your identity before you can send a tweet. Moreover, Tweetings bring features such as clickable links to the timeline, quick action on long-
pressing tweets, real-time streaming updates (i.e. activities on all your tweets), GIF and video support, scrap parallax, timeline effects, and a lot more. Download Tweetings: ($2.99; Android) Improving twitter experiences and better Twitter Clients the official Twitter app, as well as Twitter Lite, should be good enough for most users, but if you're someone who uses Twitter a lot, you should definitely check out one of the apps listed
above. Aforemented third-party Twitter apps are bringing better performance, more features, customizations, and great tasks too. So check out these Twitter apps and let us know your favorite one in the comments down below.
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